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REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS 

1924 

The action of Regenerative Amplification, commonly known as Re- 
generation was first given considerable publicity by Armstrong although 
several other American and Foreign. inventors claim that they are the 
original discoverers of this phenomena. The patents issued were sold to 
the Westinghouse Co. by Armstrong and patents licenses were given to 
the Radio Corporation, General Electric Co. and others. 

An advanced three -circuit regenerative receiver is shown in Figures 
1 and 2, front and rear views respectively. Regenerative action consists 
of feeding a signal into a three element vacuum tube, vhere the signal is 
amplified, this amplified signal is then fed back into the grid of the same 
tube and further regenerative amplification takes place. 

In designing a complete receiver to accomplish this, certain import- 
ant factors have to be taken into consideration to obtain maximum re- 
generation w ith a high degree of selectivity. Inasmuch as a vacuum de- 
tector tube is a potentially operated device, the circuits should be so 
designed to deliver maximum voltage to the detector grid. Maximum 
voltage is obtained by using a small percentage of condenser and a large 
percentage inductance in the grid tuning circuit. For example a certain 
inductance coil in parallel to a .001 MF Variable Condenser will cover a 
wavelength range of from 200 to 600 meters. If the condenser was four 
times as large. or the inductance was four times as large, or if both- the 
condenser and inductance were each twice as large, the wavelength range 
would be doubled, viz. 400 to 1,200 meters. I-Iowever, to obtain good re- 
sults in a grid circuit at wavelengths of 200 to 600 meters a .001 MF 
condenser is too large and a .00025 MF Maximum is much more satis- 
factory, with the given coil mentioned above, the wavelength range 
would be one-half as much or 100 to 300 meters, accordingly the in- 
ductance must be increased four times to return to the desired wave- 
length 200 to 600 meters. In actual results the signal is more than four 
times greater with the larger inductance arrived at above. 

Ít is then apparent that such a circuit would be most efficient at the 
low end of the condenser scale and the efficiency would fall off for the 
longer wavelengths as the amount of conidenser used is increased, and 
this is true. To compensate for this, inure than one inductance can be 
used and by switching in a second inductance in series with the first, the 
low end of the condenser scale can he used for tuning the longer wave - 
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lengths. That is the single inductance would be used for wavelengths of 
200 to 400 meters and the two inductances together for 300 to 600 meters. 

The next important item is the efficiency of the inductance itself. 
Every inductance, in addition to being an inductance is a resistance, that 
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is it has a va to of:high rerluency:resistance and; this value,t;ariea.wíth 
'frequency. Tito Icbils each.'having the same' Value of induetánc may 

have widely different values of resistance at the same frequency. The 
poor inductance of high resistance would probably he layer wound. on 
moisture -laden cardboard tubing. covered with shellac or partially con- 
ducting varnish. The efficient lots resistance coil would most likely be 
the one wound in a single layer, or bank wound, on an improved insulat- 
ing material such as Formica, the moisture having been thoroughly 
baked out in a vacuum and then thoroughly impregnated with a "low 
capacity" electrical insulating varnish such as "Sterling" or "Ajax." The 
use of Litzendraht wire will greatly reduce the high frequency resistance 
of an inductance, particularly at certain frequency ranges. A suitable 
Litzendraht for all round work consists of 10 number 38 BRCS Gauge 
copper wires, each insulated with enamel, and the entire ten wires 
grouped in a bunch and insulated with a Silk covering. This wire in this 
size and other standard sizes is readily obtainable on the market. 

The theory of the use of Litzendraht lies in the amount of conduct- 
ing surface available. High frequency currents travel on the surface. 
For example a solid copper wire /" in diameter would not afford any 
less surface resistance than a 3/" copper tube only a few thousandths of 
an inch in wall thickness. In a like manner the ten small wires, each in- 
sulated from the other. afford much more conducting surface, a single 
solid wire having a diameter equal to the ten wires combined. 

The value of high frequency resistance increases rapidly with an in- 
crease in distributed capacity of an inductance. By distributed capacity, 
is meant the inherent capacity- of the inductance itself. By the use of 
single layer coils the proper insulating varnish and low loss supporting 
forms, the distributed capacity can be kept low. The ideal supporting 
form is air and this can be accomplished by making special self-support- 
ing windings. The next best support among others is Formica Tubing 
of thin tvall thickness. The above mentioned considerations become more 
important if they are to be used for short wave reception. A coil which 
may have a resistance of 1 ohm at 10,000 meters may have a resistance 
of seteral hundred ohms at 100 meters. Heavy metal casting, magnetic 
materials and large bodies of moulded insulating material should be 
excluded from the 'field of the coils. The shape of a coil is a factor 
in the maximum amount of iñdúi:ti née oltainable with a ,given length 
of wire. For all round purposes the round coil is the best in this respect. 

The Variable Condensers used in tuning circuits should be of the 
highest possible efficiency. The General Radio Co. condensers illus- 
trated throughout this book -ere the first real low loss condensers 
offered to the experimental market and have been widely copied with 
varying degrees of success. Their type 247 condenser has all the stator 
plates soldered together to prevent points of resistance between plates. 
The rotor units are soldered in a like manner. The end supporting 
plates are moulded from a special low loss material. The bearings are 
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constant friction, noiseless and positive contact. This is undoubtedly the 
best fair priced variable condenser on the market. Their type 239 
condenser is available where it is desired to obtain still further efficiency 
at an increased expense. This condenser has metal end plates directly 
connected to the rotor shaft. The stator plates are insulated from the 
end plates by insulating bars of hard rubber or porcelain which are the 
best two materials for this purpose. "Both the 247 and 239 condensers 
have special shaped plates which give a straight line wavelength varia- 
tion with respect to angular movement of the rotor plates. 

Condensers with metal end plates, and having the rotor shaft 
insulated with bushings, are particularly inefficient. Condensers hav- 
ing semi -circular rotor plates are practically obsolete as this form of 
plate crowds the wavelength range at the lower end of the dial scale. 
Condensers built with the vernier plates as an integral part are usually 
inefficient due to the excess of supporting parts. The use of a geared 
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vernier is highly recommended as this does not distract from the effi- 
ciency ot'the condenser in any way. The'?usq.lgf a11fflpajate small con- 
denser of 'approved construction as a vernie' is also, recommended. 
Fig. 3 is a type 247 .00025 MF Maximum and Fig. 4 is a .0005 MF 
Maximum variable condenser. Fig: 5 and 6 show the type 239 Variable 
Condenser equipped with geared vernier. The excellent design and 
construction of these instruments are readily apparent. 

Referring to tite wiring diagram of the Type 21 Receiver shown in 

Fig. 7. This is the well known Paragon Circuit as designed originally 
by Mr. Godley and subsequently widely copied by many manufacturers. 

L is the primary Load inductance and LI the primary Coupling 
inductance. This circuit consisting of the antenna, primary load, 
primary coupling and ground is tuned to the desired wavelength by 
varying the inductance in coils L and LI. Coils LI and L2 are in induc- 
tive relation to each other and the relation is also capable of being 
varied, at 0 degrees on the dial the coils are at right angles to each other 
and at 100 degrees on the scale, the coils arc concentric. The position 
of this coupler and the amount of inductance in use in the primary and 
secondary circuit determines the coefficient of coupling between these 
two circuits. 

Coils L2, L3 and Condenser 
grid circuit in resonance to the 
Primary circuit was tuned to 312 

tuned to give maximum response 

C- are used to tune the secondary or 
primary circuit. For example if the 
meters and the secondary circuit was 
to that saute wavelength, it would be 

said that the secondary circuit was in resonance to the primary circuit. 
When the secondary is in resonance the maximum amount of signal 
energy is transferred to the secondary circuit. However when the two 
circuits are tuned to 312 meters, it may be found that interference is 
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Fig. 9 

Front and rear view Type 39 Detector and two -stage Audio Amplifier. The variable 
Condenser shown may be connected as a variable Grid Condenser or as a vernier 
on the main tuning condenser. 

present from a neighboring wavelength, say 319 meters. To eliminate 
this interference the couplingis reduced toward 0 degrees on the scale 
and the primary and secondary circuits retuned. The reduction in 

coupling reduces the resistance in both of the two circuits and sharper 
tuning is provided. This reduction in coupling can be carried out to 
increase selectivity until a point is reached where the reduction in re- 
sistance is not greater than the energy transfer loss, and the advantage 
stops. 

After the primary and secondary circuits are tuned to the desired 
signal,- the third circuit, the tertiary circuit can be tuned to' the same 
wavelength to produce regenerative amplification For the short wave- 
lengths this is accomplished by the. use of a Variometer. For the 
longer wavelengths the third circuit is not tuned to the wavelengths, 
but grid plate coupling is provided between the Variometer L4 and the 
secondary load coil L3. When receiving short wavelengths the Load 
L3 is short circuited and cut out of the secondary circuit: The shaft of 
the condenser C is connected to the battery side and the stator plates to 
grid, this prevents all body capacity effect. if the- rotor plates were 
connected to grid there would be very troublesome body capacity effect 
and it could not be eliminated by shielding. By body capacity effect it 
is meant that the proximity of the hand to tuning dials changes the, 
tuning, without moving the dials. 

When the primary and secondary circuits have been tuned in re- 
sonance to the desired signal and the variometer increased to give max- 
imum signal audibility, it will be found that if the secondary circuit is 
very slightly detuned lower, that the regeneration control can be 
increased further to advantage. 

From the diagram it will be noticed that the negative Detector B 

Battery return is run to the center arm of a potentiometer. This allows 
the A Battery potential to be added to the detector battery for a fine 
adjustment of the detector plate potential. \Vhen using a UV201A 
Detector the difference is not noticeable, but when using a UV200 
Gassy detector, this adjustment is extremely critical, as well as the 
filament temperature adjustment. A small by pass condenser of .001 
MF capacity is provided around the first audio transformer primary and 
detector B Battery to allow unobstructed freedom for the high fre- 
quency oscillations. The grid condenser Cl is .00025 MF maximum 
and the grid leak R should be four megohms for a UV200 detector tube. 
The grid returns of the secondaries of the audio transformers are con- 
nected to the lower side of the rheostats, which provides a negative 
potential to the grids and lowers the B Battery consumption. 
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Fig. 10 

Unfortunately, the original quality of this photó is poor. 

Fig. 11 

Front and rear view combined three -circuit regenerative Receiver with Detector 
and two -stage audio amplifier. All the apparatus is contained in a 25 -inch cabinet 
8 inches high and seven. and three-quarters inches deep. The front panel is shielded 
with a piece of 12-otatce sheet copper. 

Fig. 12 

Fig. 13 

Front and rear view Type 50 Regenerative Receiver for short wavelengths. In this 
design the plate variomcter is replaced by a fixed inductance with a varial,le con- 
denser in parallel to obtain the regenerative action. A Deleeuw withutrt audio ampli- 
fication is included within the cabinet. 

A 

Figures 8 and 9 show the front and rear views respectively of the 
,Type 39 Detector and 2 Stage Audio Amplifier. 

As the use of a Regenerative Receiver requires skill for maximum 
results, this type of receiver is being rapidly replaced by receivers that 
are easier to tune. Furthermore the regenerative receivers if handled 
improperly oscillate vigorously, causing bad interference a ith neigh- 
boring receivers. The single circuit type of regenerative receiver has 
so many disadvantages that it is not worth while to describe it. 

A Standard Regenerative Receiver having a wavelength range 
of 160 to 850 meters combined in the same cabinet with the Detector 
and Two Stage Audio Amplifier is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The Ant. 
Condenser and Antenna Inductance Switch tunes the Antenna or Pri- 
mary Circuit. The Kilocycle Dial controls the Secondary Condenser and 
this in connection with the Short -Long Switch tunes the Secondary 
Circuit. The Regeneration Dial controls the \7 ariometer which tunes 
the Plate, of Tertiary Circuit. Rheostats are provided for each of the 
tubes and a Potentiometer connected to give a fine adjustment to the 
Detector Plate Voltage. In this design the Antenna Inductance and 
Antenna Coupling Inductance are wound on the same tube, and a series 
Variable Antenna Condenser is used to tune the Primary Circuit to 
resonance. 

Figures 12 and 13 cover a Regenerative Receiver vith Detector, 
designed for 50 to 150 meters only. In this receiver the coupling be- 
tween the Antenna and Secondary circuits is fixed. Internal switches 
are provided to vary the amount of inductance used. Instead of using 
a Variometer to tune the Plate Circuit, an inductance with a variable 
condenser in shunt is substituted as this combination gives a finer 
adjustment on the regeneration at short wavelengths. As the slightest 
body capacity makes a decided detuning effect, this receiver is entirely 
shielded. The schematic wiring diagram is shown in Fig.14. 
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TROUBLE CHART -Continued. 

General 
Ailment 

Particular 
Symptom 

Probable 
Cause 

Possible 
Cause 

Distortion of 
Signals. 

Far away st at ions 
better than local ones. 

F2. 

Distort ion when 
coupling is great. Not 
distorted when coup 
ling is loose. 

12. 

Self Oscillation. n. F2. B4. 
S2. 

Cwxxl reception with 
one set of phones 
Bad with another 
(Same applies to bud 
speaker.) 

J. 
K2. 

Miderate distortion 
No regeneration 

A4. 

II. OUTLINE OF TROUBLES 
A. "A" BATTERY: I. Bud connections. Examine connect it r.s 

and Icad wires carefully to sec that all contacts arc giasi and that there 
is not a broken wire. 2. Discharged. After testing connections and 
lead wires, insert as tuhc that you know to be good in the socket' and 
sac if it lights ti, proper brilliancy without turning rhantut on "full.'' 
II you must turn the rheostat all the wily tin 'u get ¡+rater brilliancy, 
the chances arc that the battery is too far discharge for good results. 
If tube does not light , try short-circuiting the terminals of the battery 
with a wire (just touch the terminals instnneously.) If there is no 
spoark. or but a very feeble one. the battery is dead. In either this or 
the preceding case, the hancry must he replaced, if of the dry 
cell type, or recharged, if of the storage t ype. I. Scparutc onr¡.ftJin 
''A" battery. Wilco a separate amplifier 'A" laltcry is used, the static 
rules in Section 2 amore apply to it. as well as to the Jet tun or "A" 
battery. 4. Reversed "A' buttery leads sometimes cause this trouble. 
'fry reversing the leads. 

li. "B" BATTERY: I. il.L! connections. E ttimine connections 
and lead wires carefully to .sec than all contacts are Roid and there is 
not a broken wire. 2. nisi 'largo/. Touch the plume clops lightly 
to the cell terminals, one cell tit a tame. Di,n't. get your fingers on the 
terminals unless you want a shock. d f no click is heard in the phones. 
or Only a weak click, the batteries are dead and must he replaced, if 
of the dry cell type, or recharged. if of the storage cell type. .1. If 
sr¡wrate cartpliJter B'' h,atterus are lased, these tire guvcrtwd by the 
rules given in Sections I and 2. 4. '1 u'o great voltage. 'Ian great -II" battery voltage often causes local oscillations in the receiving set. 
interfering with clear recent ion. Try reducing the -II- battery voltage. 

C. VACUUM TtJBE: I. Burnt our. If you know the "A" 
battery to be O. K. and the wiring and connect ions to be without fault. 
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TROUBLE HUNTING 
The following Trouble Chart and Outline of Trouble 

will enable you quickly to find the part affected and the 
proper remedy when something goes wrung. Be sure to 
read the last paragraph of Section i, however, entitled 
If You Ilat'e Any Trouble, before using this chart and 
outline. 

I. TROUBLE CHART. NOTE: Tire letters and numer- 
als refer to the paracraph.t in the Outline of Troubles. 

General 
Ailment 

Particular 
Symptom 

Probable 
Cause 

Possible 
Cause 

No signals. 

Weak Signals 

'tubes do not light. AI or A2 
CI 

F. 
O. 
G. 
H. 

Tubes light but no 
click in phones when 
plug Is r ervrved from 
jack. 

BI or B2 O. 
C. 
II. 
1. 

Tubes light, phones 
click when plug is re- 
moved frun jack. 

El or E2 
DI 

Reception O. K. on 
detector but no dg- 
nals on first stage of 
amplifier. 

A3 
B3 

O. 
L. 

Reception O. K. on 
first stage of ampli- 
fier. but no signals on 
second stage. 

L. 

Dl 
El or E2 

Set appears to be O. 
K. 

Rheostat must be all 
the way un fur best 
results. 

A2 

No Regencrnr run. 112 

With Crystal Set. P. 

Regeneration very 
critical. 

Q. 

Set will not tune. DI 
El or E2 MorM3 

Sixty-nine 41> 
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SIMPLICITY OF RADIO 
the chances are that the vacuum tube filament is burnt out. In this 
case the tube must be replaced. 2. Alicrophonic action. !erring of 
the apparatus sometimes causes the elements of the vacuum tube to 
vibrate, resulting in a ringing sound in the receivers. Try mounting 

the set in a steadier position, and if this fails to remedy the trouble, 
try other tubes. 

D. AERIAL: 1. lied lead-in connection or connection to aerial. 
Examine this and repair if found faulty. 2. Swinging aerial. If 
aerial is hanging with cnsideraisle slack, tighten up the supporting 
Hopes until this slack is taken up. 

E. GRO/IND: I. Iknl rri,uad comic. ion 'I his is so often the 
seat ill trouble than It should i.e very carefully examined. 2. Ned 
ground 'fry some other gruurxf sysi cal. 

F.' L<IIEOS"PAT: 1. Burnt out. This may be tested by placing 
it in series with a pair of headphones across the terminals of a single 
dry cell. Just make the connection for an instant with all of the 
rheostat resistance in the circuit, and unless a click is heard in the 
receivers when the connection is made and broken. the rheostat is 
burnt out . I n this case it must either be replaced or rewound. 2. hn- 
Moperly adjusted. Sometimes the siitnls from nearby stations are 
so strong as to overload the headphones and cause distortion. This 
may often be overcome by Jucing the filament current, that is, by 
turning the rheostat toward the -off- position. Often local oscil- 
lations in the tube circuit may be overcome in this way. 

C. .SOCKETS: Bad contacts. This may he determined by ex- 
amination, and retnclicd. 

11 JACKS: Ficomine lb.: jack for poor roamers, and adjust them if found necessary. 
I. TIC:Ki.I:R COIL. 1. Burnt out. This is not very liable to 

occur. You may test the coil by connecting it in series with it single 
cell of dry battery and a set of heaxlphones, narking and breaking the 
connection and listening for clicks when this is done. If no clicks are 
heard, the coil Is burnt out and must he resound. or a new tune sub - 
dig utcd 2. Wrong u ljuurnrnt. l {xcessivc regencrat ion effects which 
interfere with reception arc often caused by the ticker coil coupling 
being adjusted too tight, that is. by the tickler coil being too close to 
the variocoupler secondary. 'Ile tickler control may be marked -tickler- on your set, or (especially if the set is of the single circuit 
type) it may Ire marked -coupling.- 'the tickler control on Croslcy' 
sets is a small knob attached to u shaft that slides in and out of the 
panel. 

I. LOUD SPEAKER Sonic loud speakers considerably distort 
the soured waves because "(polo in the' design and construction of their 
various parts. If you, lout speaker is of u idi able make, you tire not 
liable to experience trouble of this still. I however, there is always 
a p,ssibi lit y t hat t his is the scat t d distortion. It is beet to ...se a good 
loud speaker. 

K. PiHONES: 1. Burnt out. Phones ore not liable ul burn -out, 
unless they are accidently connected to sane source of high -voltage. 
high -amperage electric current. They may he tested by touching 
their terminals lightly to the terminals of a single cell of dry battery. If nn clicks arc heard in the phones. they arc burnt out and must be 
repaired or replaced. 2. Adjustment. Tightening or loosening the 
receiver cap sometimes clears up distortion due to improper tension 
on the receiver disphragrn. I. Cards broken. 'llscse may be tested 
by disconnecting them from the headphones mind touching them lightly 
across the terminals of a single cell of dry buttery. 'lhcy should only 
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TROUBLE CHART -Continued. 

General 
Ailment 

Particular 
Symptom 

Probable 
Cause 

Possible 
Cause 

Flucivating 
Signals or Noisy 
Reception. 

Signal strength nor- 
mal when tutees arc 
just turned on. but 
rapidly falls. off. 

A2. 

Signals inrerupted by 
clicks, and tubes flick- 
er in brilliance, es- 
pecially when the set 
is jarred. 

Bl. 

Clicks heard when 
tuning controls arc 
adjusted. 

M2. 
N. 

Clicks beard when 
potentiometer is ad- 
justed. 

SI. 

' 

' K3. 

- 

--- O. Click s heart) when 
phi 'Tic cords are hit cur 

shaken, or at other 
times that cannot be 
connected with any 
particular operation 
or adjustment. 

s 
DI or D2. ' Signals fade out aura 

cure hack in again. 
perhaps accompanied 

, 

I nnderatc clicks. ' 

Clicks when title 
switch Is adjusted. 

M3. 
- 

Set host Is stand ins., 
and not at other timer 

T. 

No caristency. ----- -_ Continuous squeal in 
set regardless of toter 
p.her rleost atadjust- 
nant. 

U. 

-- Ringing, sound in 
phones, which gradu- 
ally dies out. 

C2. 

---_ Steady low hum, pre- 
sent almost all of tine 
time. 

R. 

Interference from 
of her st at ions. 

M4. 
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be touched to the battery terminals for an instant. I f no spark occurs 
(the battery being known to be a good rite) the cords are burnt out and 
must be replaced. 

L. AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORAf ER: Burnt out. This 
is the only trouble that you ore liable to incur from an audio frequency 
transformer, and it happens very seldom. (loth primary and secondary 
windings of the transformer may he tested by mrmsof a pair of phones 
connected in series with a single cell of dry battery, as described under 
Section i i. 

Al. 111N INC 1NDtiCfANC'li: I Wire broken in rods. Use lest des rbed in Section I. I f coil is burnt out Is must he rewound or replaced. 2. Coil /Mountings. When contact with the ends of the 
coil is made through the coil mountings, or bearinµs, these may become 
loose, making the contact a poor one. If found to he loose, tighten 
these contacts in some say. J. Tap .neitelt. Faulty contact may 
cause trouble. If contact between spring lever and contact points 
is loose, bend spring so os to tighten it and scrape contact until they 
are bright. 4. Coupling. Too tight coupling may cause this diffi- culty. fry adjusting the coupling contact. 

N. TUNING CONDENSERS: A rotary plate condenser may 
be short-circuiting by having some of the plates write in contact with 
one another as they arc rotated. Connect a single dry cell and set of headphones in series with the condenser. If clicks arc heard as the 
condenser dial is turned. the condenser is short'circuiting and must he 
repaired or replaced. 

O. \i'IRING: Brokers avrc may he discovered by tracing all con- 
nections, The remedy is obvious. Make m soldered splice at the 
breaak. Short-circuits from touching wires often cause trouble. Ex- amine and repair if found faulty. 

P. CRYSTAL: Out of odjtestmenr. Try other spots on the crystal 
surface. 

Q. GRIT) LEAK: Wrung rultle. Try other values of grid leak 
unless you ore using tie value specified by the manufacturers of your 
tube. 

R. POWER LiNE: Zs, close to power line. 'fry placing antenna 
perpendicular to the power line. 

S. POTENTIOMETER: 1. Contact. Adjust the contact lever 
so that it bears with more pressure on the resistance unit. 2. Ad- justment. Try varying the pot cat ranee er control. 

7', NEIGI IBOR'S SET Other receiving sets in the neighborhood 
sunetintes cause this trouble. 

U. "C" BATTERY: Run down or connection bud. Replace 
bat tcry or tighten connect ions. 

Seventy-three 
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`fireless Keys 
Our Bceko Key tvi11 be found to be as serviceable as can be obtained for 

purely experimental use. We list no keys at 25c, as it is simply throwing 
away money to use such a cheap key in connection with any spark coil, par. ticularly for wireless use, where the signals must be clear, and the key sub- 
stantial enough to withstand the powerful discharge from even a one -inch coil. 
No. 5SX73 Beeko Key (cut shown under telegraph instruments) $ .55 

Postage, 8c. 

RELIABLE TELEGRAPH KEY. 
A practical and serviceable key 

for amateurs, private line work, or 
any telegraph circuit. Also excel- 
lent for experimental wireless. 

The lever is the solid trunnion 
nickel plated type as used on stand- 
ard keys. The key base is japanned 

,c,. 
---, --1--.i-zi 

and striped. All other metal part:' 
on grained and lacquered brass. .All , . - ---- - - -+1 

mounted on polished wood base. ° 
4t2 

t: :;a?wt 
This key is unquestionably the best 1....4-1.'f. 
amateur's wireless key on the mar- - ' 
ket. 

No. 10X1 Itcllable Telegraph Key. Pric. $ .60 
Postage llc. 

LEGLESS KEY. 
our Nu. 10NO Legless Key is 

particularly tine for wireless 
_ work, e can be nicely used 

n all sets 'ii IC up to K. W. It 
has heavy platinum contacts. 
'The present price of this áo7 metal is $50.00 per ounce.) 
We have received many vol- 
untary testimonials commend - n!'' ing the excellence of this key 
for wireless use. within the 

limits above mentioned, and even on 1,1, K. \V. sets, and It cannot help but 
prove a source of pleasure and sali.faetin to its users. 

No. tONO. Legless Key $1.20. Postage IOc. 
"Your No. 10 Legless Key does not spark on y, K. 11-. open- cure trans- 

former, and I ant very much pkasld with 1t." 

The "Boston" Key 

°"141¿2.1.1 """`" 

:; 

The "Boston' Wireless Key Is manufactured with contact points and con- 
ductors adapted to sets of all powers, is beautifully finished and bears the 
stamp of quality at every point. .. 

All metal parts except the steel pins of the center bearings are of solid 
brass, nickel plated; the button Is of genuine hard rubber, and the whole 
is mounted on a polished Italian dove marble base atf. lashes by 6 inches, com- 
bining a high degree of insulation and solid stability with a pleasing ap- 
pearance. 

The action of the lever Is resilient, preventing fatigue, and the contacts 
are of silver of large diameter, In every case about double the size required 
for the power at which they are rated. 

As shown in the illustration, the current from the lever Is not conducted 
'through the bearings, but Is carried by a heavy conductor direct to the bind - 
lug -post. base. 

This key is constructed exclusively for wireless use. is unusually at- 
tractive. and a number have been purchased from us by the foremost wire- 
less company in the country for use 1n their stations. 

Your order will prove to you that this key is better made and more at- tractive than any offered for general use. 
Nu, GOX80 "Boston" Key for use on currents up to 10 amperes $ 6.50 
No. fOXB'l "Boston" Key for use on currents up to 20 amperes 7.75 
No. 60X82 "Boston" Key for use on currents up to 10 amperes 9.00 
No. GOXs: "Boston" Key for use on currents up to 50 amperes 12.50 

30 QST Septémbé'r,11922; """""' 

The Greatest of All Amateurs 
By Hiram Percy Maxim 

IHAD the great good fortune the other 
evening to meet the greatest of all radio 
amateurs. The occasion was a memor- 
able one- Through the courtesy of the 
Radio Corporation of America I and 

some fifty others sat down to dinner with 
him at the Ritz -Carlton Hotel in New York 
City. I had never seen him before. Few 
of us American amateurs had even seen 
him. The dinner 
was given in his 
honor.It was one ` y;a: k 
of the most pleas- I'? , 
ant dinners I have 

:r.5"-1. ever attended, and ."tsr r 
every one of us `.4" 
A. R. R. L. people ¡.:::; 
would have thor- -,r 
oughly enjoyed it 'f 
could we all have 
been present. It 
would be a pity to 

'allow such an event 
to pass down into 
history and not be 
recorded, and I am 
going to tell about 
it. 

It seemed to me 
that most of the 
men who had 
distinguished them- 
selves directly or 
indirectly in radio 
either were present 
or sent regrets that 
they could not at- 
tend. As I sat 
there and looked 
about and recog- 
niwd the different 
famous men, I 
thought that there 
was probably more 
radio brains per 
square inch pres- 
ent than had ever 
gathered before. The toastmaster was Mr. 
Young, Chairman of the Board of the Radio 
Corporation. He arose after the dinner 
and saidthat he was not going to call upon 
any one who knew anything about radio. 
Unless he adhered to this rule he warned 
us that we would be there for a couple of 
days. He said it would bar him from call- 
ing upon Dr. Pupin of Columbia University, 
Mr. - Alexanderson, Mr. Colpitts, Com- 
mander Hooper of the U.S. Navy, and 
fellows, he included Mr. Maxim, of the 
American Radio Relay League, and Mr. 
Paul Godley of the' same organization. He 
referred to the American amateur as one 

awE @IRE now itA133® rich 
2445 LYTTONSVILLE ROAD SILVER SPRING ND 20910 

NEED HARD TO FIND OLDE RADIO PARTS 

S.A.S.E. FOR FREE FLYER 

v 

of the greatest forces in radio to -day, and 
put into a_tual words all of the things we 
have struggled so many years to accom- 
p.ish. It certainly was a great pleasure to 
see that we American amateurs had been 
successful in getting over the fine things 
that we stand for. It proved that good 
Alnel'ican.sm, honorable dealing with our 
fellows, straightforward methods, dignity, 

and good fellow- 
ship will win in 
the end every time. 
I glanced at "Para- 
gon Paul" as Mr. 
Young paid the 
American amateur 
h i s compliments, 
and was deeply 
pleased to see the 
famous Godley 
smile slowly 
spread over the 
entire countenance. 
Our Paul caught 
the spirit of the 
thing, too. 

Many national 
characters who' 
might pass as not 
knowing anything 
about the technical 
side of radio spoke, 
although how Mr. 
Nally, president of 
the Radio Corpor- 
ation, got by is 
open to suspicion, 
and h i s eloquent 
words of apprecia- 
tion of what the 
Greatest of A 11 
Amateurs had done 
for humanity were 
tremendously i m - 
pressive. Several 
sneakers mentioned 
the personality of 

the guest of honor. It was, worth special 
mention, for both Mr. Godley and I know 
what was meant. Overtopping all the 
wonderful work this fine gentleman has 
done in radio, stands his lovable and modest 
personality. Again it emphasized the queer 
fact that radio begets fine personalities. 
It seems to do something to a man to bring 
out the human side of him. 

Presently the dinner and the speeches 
were over. Dr. Alfred Goldsmith was good 
enough to think of us and he secured an 
autographed dinner card and gave it to me. 
The little act was deeply appreciated, and 
I later gave the precious paper to Mr. 

-Photo by Kadcl & Herbert 

PANI1 

WISH TO REACH US BY PHONE? 1HE,HUMBER IS 301-S8S-8776. PLEASE 
CALL BETWEEN 7:00 and 11:00 nt LOCAL, THE ANY DAY OF THE WEAK. 
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his Month's Bar ains From ARS 
DIRECTORY OF RADIO COLLECTORS AND SUPPLIERS. Includes TV and phono- 
prevh collectors ton. This I. hen nenrly two thouanr'd entries 
In seven sections. Categories covered are: Domeatir Collectors and 
Supplier.., Clubs, Libraries carrying old eervicinp Information, 
llanufncturern, Museums, Puhlicationna end a special Forelan nertinn. 
Handy area code and time zone chart make connecting with others much 
easier. Item , P-1. 412.1F 

AILS GUIDE TO FINDING SERVICING INFORMATION. An invnlunhle tool in 
determinlnp the are nod mnuulncture of mete. Sources of service 
Information Identified. The only pulde to exactly whet service dots 
source should cover cetaof n particular vintnael A valuable aid to 
everyone Involved in electronics. Item , P-?. 

RADIO 1'ATIIF:t1ATICS FOR COLLECTORS A mini electronics course. F.x- 

pintns uhm'n law. AC currents, ohmmeter teetinr, wnttepe, cerina 
and pornllel circuits, enpnclty, inductance, tubes, etc. Includes 

decibel chart, useful formulas used in radio and wiring dote. A 

rent reference book. Item p P-3. Y ltZ tP 

110H TO OSF Ui AGIIACS IN RADII) SFIIVICIIIC. Thim guide will help you rend 
o- iii clrcultrY, llnd problems, repinee pert.. end uwterntand vnrt.tionn 
In mnnufncturn. Alan covers teatina procedures and plvem menv help- 
ful hints. Includes A chart of old parts avmbola. Item , P-4. Neff 

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO. A baste course on radio theory, this hook 
expinlnn old radio circuitry. Hnllnat tubes, muperhete, hntterien, 
oil condensers end the like ere dlacumeed And reviewed. Item F P-5 

RECEIVING TUDE CHARACTERISTICS AND SOCKET CONNECTION GUIDE, This 
manual lists nearly ell receivfnp tubes you are likely to encounter 
in enrly radios. All important date much me wiring diagrams. 
function, voltage and current rending. etc. are presented In An eney- 
to-rend format. A suet for all invelved in radio) Item IP-6. 2 £o 

RECORDED SOIN'D, A concise history of the development of music boxes. 
pinver Pianos, pramnphoncs sad the phonograph. Traces Fdison's 
work with wee cylinder'. to the emergence of Victor Talking. Machine 
Co. A prent deal of history Is packed into this interesting book- 
let. Fun readinal Item S P-7. )nr.:. #I 

EL_ 

MOST -OFTEN -NEEDED 1426-.7R RADIO DIAGIIAIIS AND SEI1VICIIIC IMFDIiNAT10N. 
This 240 pope reprint of the first Supreme volume is filled with 
ctrcaitry and data on the most Common earl., nets. All the filets vow 
need to make most repairs, locate ports and volume. et . are here. A 
wealth of value In one handy mourns. Item , P -n. // 
COIN'thllIC.ATlON. - FIIOII SMOKE SIGNALS TO SATELLITE, The story of 
Rorer And Vail drvelnpinp the Marne code, the intriruinp atory of 
how nn escaped killer pot the public interented in the telegraph, 
and how the teleprnph wan Improved. The advent of the telephone And lP 
radio are mlao covered. A nice reminder of how far we have comal 
Item S P-9. 

Mn1:T-OFTEN-NEEDED 1947 TELEVISION AND Fn SERVICINIG INFOINIATION. A 

reprint of the popular volume one of the Lupreme TV series of service 
monuala. Covers most of the early TVs end FM receivers. About 200 
fact -filled pageel Item , P-10. b( */yr, 

I11DI:x I OII SIIPIIF.M 

bet 
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UPREME Ra o io & TV Manuals 1. 

( 

I 

RADIO VCLI'IdES 

R-2 
R-3 
R-4 
R-5 
R-6 
R-7 
R -H 
R-9 
R-10 
R-11 
R-12 
R-13 
R-14 
R-15 
R-16 
R-17 
R-18 
R-19 
R-20 
R-21 
R-22 
R-2 3 
R-24 
R-25 
R-26 
R-27 

AU -1 

1967 - 

AUTO RAi:IO 

1964 - 1965 

1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1946 
1947 
1944 
1949 
1951) 

1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 . 

1962 

1061- 1964 
1965 
1966 
1969 

TV VOLIR'ES 

TV -2 
TV -3 
TV -4 
TV -5 
TV -6 
TV -7 
TV -8 
TV -9 
TV -10 
TV -11 
TV -12 
TV -13 
TV -1, 
TV -15 
TV -17 
TV -18 
TV -20 
TV -21 
TV -22 
TV -23 
TV -24 
TV -25 ' 

TV -28 

TV VOLUI E 
C-70 

earl 

1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 

1p52 . 195.3 

1954 
Early 1955 
Late 1955 I 

1956 
Early 1957 1 

Late 1957 
1958 

Early 1959 
1960 
19úl 

Late 1962 
1953 I 

1464 
Early 1965 
Late 1965.1 

1461 
1964 I 

(Color) 
1970 

ARS Enterprises 
P. 0. Hex 997 

Mercer Island, WA 911040 

Supreme manuals are out of print and available 
only in high -quality photocopy format. Fech is 

complete and found with coverstock. Specify 
item # as volume number, i.e. R-18 or TV -6, etc. 

Price each is 3 & *Pe: 
*NOTE: A very snail supply of books noted with 

the (._) are available at each. PY.'_? 

1 O Free Cata og 
VISA 

, 
Complete copy1 My account number b: 

' MANUALS. Com p of the index to Supreme muafiunle. item i P-11 
I' Vlaa"M ar asterCd I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I 

AR,S Enterprises 17 mix Trn - - - - - - 
AlerCer Island, VV t 981141) Signature (sign full name as shown on account) 

AR order form 

Name 
Address 
City 

State, Zip 

Name of Item 
(1 or 2 word) 

Catalog How Total 
number many? price 

1 Total for goods f 
I' D 

for 

elivery and handlingItems 

m s1 r 
Tax (add state and local 
taxes as required by law) 

E PIIDL1r.A'1'IDIIS MOST -OFTEN -NEEDED RADIO AND TELEVISION 

WA N T E D 

Grand total 
o- 

! 

Check or money order enclosed losed ' 

Expiration date 

I I1 I1111 11111 H -I 

# ELECTRON TUBE ( ST SHAPE ) 

45, 50, VT 52/45 special, 2A3, 801A/VT 62 842/VT 72, 866JR. 

# ELECTRON TUPE ( ANTIQUE GLOBE SHAPE ) 

27, 37, 41, 42, 45, 46. 4.7, 50, 56, 71.171A, 80, 82, 83, 842/VT 72, 843/VT 73, 

1602, 10/VT 25, UX 216, UV.202,'866JR. 

# ELECTRON TUBE ( LARGE SIZE TRANSMfTTINÓ ) 

211/VT 4A,VT 4B,VT 4C. 
0 

845/VT 43. 

#.ELECTRON TUBE ( EUROPEAN TRIODE ) 

AD 1, ED, PX4, PP3/250, PX 25, PP5/400, DA 30, DA 60, 

# ELECTRON TUBE ( mfg. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY ). 

WE VT 1, WE VT 2, WE 101(TENNIS BALL), WE 104(ST & TENNIS), WE 205(ST & 

WE 211, WE 212, WE 216, WE 217, WE 242, WE 244, WE 247, WE 252, WE 262, 

WE 271, WE 274; WE 275., WE 276, WE 284, WE 300, WE 301, WE 310, WE 311, 

WE 345, WE 347; WE 348, WE 349, WE 350B,WE VT 25/25A, WE VT 52. 

*We pay the top price for NEW,in original box or USED,excellent condition. 

# EQUIPMENTS mfg. WESTERN ELECTRIC CO. 755,4151,4181(SPEAKER) 13A,14A,15A,17A,22A,26A, 

(HORN),555,594,597,7130(DRIVER) 285,618,171B/C(A.F.TRANS) 46,86,91,124(AMPLIFIER), 
otholes . 

Ann 

DA 100. 

TRIAL ELECTRIC PRODUCTS 

TENNIS), 

WE 264, 

WE 339, 

304 ROSEBAY YOTSUYA BLDG.,21 ARAKICHO, SHINJUKU-KU, TOKYO 160 JAPAN 
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More than 7,000 different types in stock! A11 unused, 
tested and fully guaranteed. We have all those precious 
'OLDFS' -'the tubes you need to get those valued antique re- 
ceivers back into action. 

You can buy the sp ific tube you need from our catalog 
and/or one of our great assortments of rare old receiving tubes. 
These include same of the most frequently used tubes of the 
20's, 30's, and 40's. Available while they last at these 
low -low prices. 

Golden Oldie Assortment #1: 20 different radio tubes $15.00 
Golden Oldie Assortment #2: 35 different radio tubes $25.00 

Write today for free catalog and special tube offers! 

UN1TYELECTRONKS 
P.O. Box 213. 107 Trumbull Street Elizabeth, New Jersey 07206. 201-351-4200 TELEX 139403 
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P.O. DOX 28572 DALLAS TX 75228 

E.H. SCOTT 

THE DEAN 

1F 

1000100 

vs' "101 

1 

BY MARVIN HOBBS 

E.H. SCOTT THE DEAN OF Dx 

Y M A R VIN 4(:) BBSFORMER 
CHIEF ENGINEER OF 

THE E.H. SCOTTRADIOLABORATORIES 

100 PAGES PLUS!!! WITH PHOTOS AND ILLUSTRATIONS - $10.95 POSTPAID 

TYPESET, PRINTED AND BOUND BY A LARGE PUBLISHING COMPANY 

MARVIN HOBBS SERVED AS CHIEF ENGINEER FOR THE E.H. SCOTT RADIO 

LABORATORIES FROM THE MID 1930'S UNTIL AFTER WORLD WAR II. 

THE 12 CHAPTERS INCLUDE - THE FIRST RADIO ROOM, SCOTT'S NEW 

ZEALAND TRIP, THE WORLD RECORD 9 10, CUSTOM BUILDERS, THE PATENT 

SITUATION, SHORT WAVE RECEPTION ON THE POLAR EXPEDITIONS, SCOTT'S 

COMPETITORS McMURDO SILVER, LINCOLN g AVERY FISHER, MULTIFEATURED 

RADIOS, SCOTT VS EDWIN ARMSTRONG FOR FM, A TRIP WITH MR. SCOTT TO 

WASHINGTON D.C., THE WORLD WAR II LOW RADIATION RECEIVERS, THE 

FIRST AIRCRAFT RADIO FOR THE PRESIDENT OF THE U.S., SCOTT'S 

DEPARTURE FROM THE COMPANY AND THE AFTERMATH, AND THE LAST DAYS 

OF THE COMPANY THROUGH 1956. MR. HOBBS ACTUAL EXPERIENCES ARE 

VIVIDLY DESCRIBED. 
CHECK, MASTER CARD, VISA, OR MONEY ORDER. 

$10.95 POSTPAID''''''' 

SIMULATED FRONT COVER 
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Warner, and it will hang upon the wall of 
The American Radio Relay. League head - 
quarters for many years, I hope. Then I 
Wail' a' few words With' thé Greatest of All 
Amateurs. I told him I wished I might 
convey to him the inspiration he had been 
to thousands of young Americans. His 
reply was characteristic of him. He said, 
"And i wish, .Ur. Maxim, I 'might convey 
to them the inspiration they hare been to 
me!" 

There is your message, fellow American 
amateurs. It comes direct and first -handed 
from Guglielmo Marconi, a good fellow, 
animated by precise:y the same thoughts 
and aspirations that animate us, a real 
dyed-in-the-wool brass pounder, a knight 
of the dot and dash, and the Greatest of 
All Amateurs. 

[Editor's Note-Mr. Marconi in his address 
before a joint meeting of the A.I.E.E. and 
the I.R.E. told of many new developments 
of great interest to amateurs. 

In England, he said, a large amount of 
investigation had been carried out in recent 
years on the efficiency of valve transmitting 
circuits and the radiation efficiency of 
aerial circuits, so that now it is possible to 
obtain in commercial work an efficiency 
from the anode input of the tubes to the 
aerial of seventy per cent, and an efficiency 
of radiation into space (of the antenna cur- 
rent) as high as fifty per cent; that is, an 
efficiency from the power input to the actual 
radiation into space of about thirty-five 
per cent; and this on waves as long 'as 
20,000 meters, which have been notoriously 
inefficient as regards actual radiation. Ile 
did not disclose the methods used to secure 
this increase in efficiency but said that in 
short-wave stations it was hardly worth the 
extra expense involved, probably because 
of the .natural greater radiation efficiency 
of the higher frequencies. 

Tuned amplifiers, both radio and audio 
frequency, Mr. Marconi said were of the 
greatest technical interest. Quite amazing 
results could he had when the proper care 
was taken in the design of air -core h.f. 
transformers to keep electrostatic coupling 
between the windings to a minumanr and 
to provide an impedance in the primary 
equal to the internal plate -to -filament re- 
sistance of the tube. The same idea is 
applicable to iron -core audio transformers, 
but an iron magnetic shunt is necessary oe- 
tween the windings to sufficient'y loosen 
the coupling. between the primary and 
secondary circuits. 

Mr. Marconi" has a fascination in t'lc 
transmission effects to be encountered in 
Antipodal regions. The ease which signals 

can now be receivtd'ori 'the Opposite of the 
g:obe from the transmitter show there is 
something to the idea of the waves travel- 
ing arouna the earth by various rótites and. 
reuniting near the Antipodes. He told of 
recent scientific expeditions to points near 
the Antipodes of various high..powered sta- 
tions, particularly an expedition to South 
America which made numerous observations 
on the signals of NPO, Cavite, on the.other 
side of the globe. Received on a loop direc 
tion finder (unilateral) it was not partic- 
ularly surprising to find that in such a 
location (within 2000 miles of the Anti- 
podes) the constancy of direction was not 
maintained and the signals often would 
change direction; sometimes coming from a 
direction which indicated they preferred 
to travel a distance of 14,000 miles rather 
than come by the shortest route. Sometimes 
during the unstable periods when the di- 
rection was shifting the signals would ar- 
rive by two or more routes and, altho rn.te 
s'.eady and normal whin received on the 
one-way loop, would interfere with each 
other when received on a simple vertical 
;'erial in such a way as to produce slew 
beats 'resembling Morse letters transmitted 
:ety slowly! 

Mr. Marconi then. told of the very re 
inarkable work done by Mr. C. S. Franklin. 
of the British Marconi Company, in phore 
operation on waves under 15 meters in 
length. Tube transmitters are used, with 
reflectors at both the transmitter and re- 
ceiver. The reflectors provide about 200 
times the energy that would be received 
without them, and seem completely to have 
eliminated .fading, which might be expec- 
ted to be so severe at such wave lengths as 
to make operation impossible. In order to 
take advantage of these benefits a very 
short wave must he used, as a reflector 
(particularly a revolving one) represents 
serious constructional difficulties for long 
waves. The lecture -room set demonstrated 
by Mr. Marconi used a wave length of one 
meter and was so extremely directional that 
a very small revolution of the reflector com- 
pletely eliminated the signal at the re- 
ceiver. The reflectors consist of a number 
of vertical conductors of a height of 1.5 
wave lengths arranged on a cylindrical 
parabolic curve with the aerial in the focal 
line. A telephone circuit over 97 miles be- 
tween London and Birmingham is provid- 
ing good clear speech at all times on a wave 
length of 15 meters by virtue of such re- 
flector.. The aerial itself in this case is 
somewhat over a half wave length long. 
The radiation eflicienc'y at such small wave 
lengths is amazing high, about 309 watts 
being actually radiated into space from an 
anode in' ut or 700 watts.-K.L.W.] 

CLASSIFIED ADS...15 CENTS A WORD. 
(FIRST 20 WORDS FREE) 

PHOTO ADS $5.00 EXTRA. 
BUSINESS SIZE CARD ADS ... $1.00 

AD SPACE 
FULL PAGE $75.00 
HALF PAGE $45.00 
QUARTER PAGE $35.00 
MULTIPLE RUNS...:20% DISCOUNT 

(lower price per square inch-- compare) 

THE ANTIQUE RADIO CLUB OF AMERICA 

PRESENTS 

RADIOFEST '85 

August 9th -10th, 1985 

Holiday Inn - Elgin, Illinois 
for more information contact: 

Joe Willis 
P. O. Box 14732 
Chicago, IL 60614 
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INDIANAPOLIS MID-WINTER SWAP MEET AND FLEA MARKET 

Saturday, February 16,1985 

THE SHERWOOD, 6500 S. Emerson Avenue 

PROGRAM SCHEDULE 

10:00 AM 

12: NOON 

1:00 PM 
1:30 FM 
3:00 FM 

Register for the day. Set up for 
SWAP N'SELL and contest. 
Enjoy a casual lunchen with 
fellow IHRS members and guests.. 
Business meeting. 
SWAP N'SELL and enjoy. 
Have a safe trip home. 

REGISTRATION 
A registration fee of $1.00 will 
be collected when you arrive. 
Lunchen price is $5.00 which 
includes the registration. 

,SWAP N'SELL 
We have plenty of space for 
trading, selling and display. 
Bring your extras -large and 
small -old and older -for the 
person who is looking for what 
you don't need. 

POPULAR VOTE"CONTEST 
Bring your favorite radio for 
display -any make --any vintage. 

If you have questions concerning weather 
conditions in Indianapolis phone: 

Bob Shuck (317) 849-0210 
Dr. Ed Taylor (317) 638-1641 

For membership information send a SASE to: 

INDIANA HISTORICAL RADIO SOCIETY 

245 N. Oakland Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46201 

flea 
mar et 

X- uxxxxxx xxxxxxxx 

MAJESTIC MODEL #90, chassis only 

with speaker, cheap, SASE for 

information. - M. J. Doback, 592 

E. Southlawn. Birmingham, MI 48009 

(313) .646-6944. 
xx..xxxxxxxx-x-xxxxxxxxX4 XXXXxxxxXXXXx 

COIN OPERATED ARMCHAIR RADIO, 

battery Globe radio, Northhome 

(battery) Russell F. Schoen, R#1 

Box 224, Clintonville, WI 54929. 
xxxXxxxxxxx- 

PHILCO CHASSIS 51, 51A, 52 OR 551. 

ALSO NEED WORKING RAINBOW OlA WITH 

BRASS BASE AND TIP. HAVE FOR TRADE 

1917 QST'S AND PRE 1923 TUBES. - 

MICHAEL PAYNE, 601 E. COCNBS #10, 

ALVIN, TX 77511. (713) 585-4292. 
XXXXXXXXXX yciF#xx 

FOR SALE: 2 SETS OF RIDER MANUALS; 

1 TO 22 AHD 1 TO 5 ADBRIDGED PLUS 

2 TO 19. - FRANK BREWSTER, 3RD 

STREET, BAXTER SPRINGS, KS 66713. 
XXxXXXXX t##óc-x-x-XXXXx-xxxxxxXXXX~ 

FORTY YEAR COLLECTION TUBES. SEND 

LIST OF TYPES REQUIRED AND PRICING 

QUOTES. LEVY, 4141 KRUPP DRIVE, EL 

PASO, TX 79902. 

XXX).XXXXxxxx,.XXXXXXXXXXX**XXXxxx.,XX 

FOR SALE. MJSIC MASTER SPEAKER. 

Rest. $100.00 A.K. 36, E speaker 

and type Y power 'supply wit 

$125.00 A.K. 46 in secretary desk, 

cabinet, rest. $250.00 Crosleys, 

superhets and other battery radios 

for sale. SEND SASE for list. OLD 

RADIOS, 834-A West North Avenue, 

Flora, IL 62839 (618) 662-7556. 
xxxxxxxxx*XXxx-XXxxxxxXXXxxxxXXXXxxx 

FOR SALE- UNUSED AND USED radio 

and TV tubes and parts, S.A.S.E. 

for lists. C. Elmer Nelson, 11 S. 

Church Street, Princeton, IL 

61356. 
***3131*31-X-**31 3(*l*xXXXX.XXXXXX..xxx4XXX 

DIVORCE SALE - SELLING EVERYTHING 

OLD RADIOS, OLD T.V.s, OLD PHONO- 

GRAPHS. 7" MOTOROLA, 10" CROSLEY, 

RCA 630 CHASSIS, 10" RCA, 10" 

FARNSWORTH, 3" PILOT, 7" PHILCO, 

7" ADMIRAL, CHASSIS, EXTRA CRTs. 

ATWATER KENT BREADBOARDS, 

GREBE CR9s, ZENITH BATTERY SETS, 

ZENITH AC SETS, CATHEDRALS GALORE, 
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PIASTIC METAS BAKELITE 

CQtvSoLEs 

TABLETOPS 

c r. 
ONE TUBE TWO TUBE SETS, CRYSTAL 

SET, LOOSE COUPLER, RADIO HORNS, 

75 MOSTLY OUTSIDE HORN PHONOGRAPHS 

- SELL CNE OR ALL FOR $75,000 

CASH, PARTS, RECORDS AND TUBES. TO 

ME IT'S ALL OVER. CALL DAYS 

(503) 474-5966. 
*xxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXxxxxxxXXXXX1MHZ-11 

FOR SALE - OLD STYLE PEAR SHAPE 

RADIO TUBE IN GOOD USED CONDITION. 

LOH 
S.A.S.E. for list. FOTHE, 10 

Jackson Street, Sloatsburg, NY 

10974. 
*X tt#41*13í-3;-,:+111118 rit-ItXXX;4t-X -XXXXXXXX 

FOR SALE- CATHEDRAL, battery and 

AC radios. List four times a year. 

Send S.A.S.E. J. Albert Warren, 

Box 279, Waverly, PA 18471. 
XX3iXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX~ii'2E` 3i-Yc 

"RADIOLA 24 (no tube cover) 

CATH E DRAL.S 

(201) 

$150.00, RCA 103 speaker $55.00, 

Midwest 17 tubes chassis, rough 

$35.00, Majestic 50 cathedral 

$140.00, Fada 6 tubes, bad pot 

metal $30.00, Michigan 1 tuber 

(rough) $110.00, Royal wood horn 

in cabinet (wrong driver) $20.00, 

Magnavox 1925 floor model, mint 

$90.00; Rosenthal, 507 S. Maryland 

Avenue, Wilmington, DE 19804." 

;0n .i ..:1... . . . 

-tt x iHE*38 rnY #14891#tt-; 3£ -,ti; ` 3: 1 5t 

FOR SALE TUBES, PARTS, KNOBS, DIAL 

BELTS, RIDER, HOWARD SAMS, RCA, 

PHILCO SERVICE MANUALS, VOL. CON- 

TROLS, TUBE SOCKETS, TUBE TESTERS, 

SIGNAL GENS., PANEL METERS, 100'S 

OF OTHER ITEMS, NO LIST. WRITE 

WANTS. SASE FOR REPLYS. KRANTZ, 

100 OSAGE AVE., SCMERDALE, NJ 

08083. 
XXXn-1E-XXXXXXXXXXX*3.*3*4t 3*XXXXX Ett-3H* 
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FOR SALE: 3 ISSUES OF - QSt :. JUNE 
NL) JULY 1917 AND JUNE 19)9,-000D 
CODITICN. BEST OFFER OR TRADE FOR 

SW --3. BOB HERBIG, 4178 CHASIN 

STREET, OCEANSIDE, CA 92056. 

FOR SALE: MUSED 864/ VT -24 TUBES. 
$8.00 EACH CR 10 FOR $75.00, 

JOSEPH D'AIRO, 201, N. RICHID 
AVENUE, MASSAPECUA, NY 11758. 

ATWATER KENT model 38 receiver 

with.type E horn speaker, working 

order, $150.00 plus postage, in- 

surance. Madison, WI (608) 

257-7267. 

FOR SALE:. TUBES, PARTS, SCHE- 

MATICS, custan power supplies. 

SASE for list to: Los Locos, 

1201-74 Monument Blvd., Concord, 

CA 94520. 

FOR SALE- ALL UNTESTED, PICK UP 

ONLY, WILL NOT SHIP. SCOTT LABS. 

CHICAGO 800-8 CHASSIS AND POWER 

UNIT, NO SPEAKERS $75.00, E.H 

SCOTT RBO CZ6 4 BAND BC AND SW 

REC. HAVE (3) $75.00 EACH MADE FOR 

US NAVY. TYPE CMX 46155-A RADIO 

REC. 15 TO 600 KC $100.00, HALLI- 

CRAFTERS SX:: $150.00, MARCONI 6 

BAND, MADE IN ENGLAND, PRE WWII, 

NEEDS REPAIRS $65.00, KRANTZ, 100 

OSAGE AVENUE, SCNERDALE, NJ 08083. 
xXXxxXxxxxxxxxxx* 

FOR SALE- CATHEDRAL, BATTERY AND 

A.C. RADIOS. SEND SASE. J. ALBERT 

WARREN, .BOX 279, WAVERLY, PA 

18471. 

DX CRYSTAL, ONE TUBE sets, kits, 

plans, handbooks, coils, supplies. 

Obsolete tube quotations. Catalog 

$1.00; none free. Laboratories, 

1477-H , Garden Grove, CA 92642. 
?E-x#XxXXXX;TXXXXX; xIno~xxxxXXxXX 

ALL ABOUT CRYSTAL SETS. New book 

by Charles Green shows you how to 

build crystal set radios. $7.95 

ppd USA. ALLABOUT BOOKS, DEPT H, 

P. O. BOX 4155, Fnirint, CA 94539. 
xx mu( X3** --XXX' *-X$:X'XXX'14-181-181-11-1131-11-11-11- 

FOR SALE - FQR SALE - SEE MY 
AD IN WANTED BUYERS (CASH), 

KRANTZ, 100 OSAGE AVENUE, SOFIER- 

DALE, NJ 08083. 

TRADE- BOOK EVERYMAN'S GUIDE TO 

RADIO, Vol. 1 for Vol. 2. Serge 

Krauss, 141 Homan, Elkhart, In 

46516. 
xxX..xXXXX-*--XX' XXXXXXXXXX-X3Ex'xxXXXX 

FORTY YEARS COLLECTION TUBES, SEND 

LIST TYPES REQUIRED FOR AVAIL- 

ABILITY AND PRICE QUOTES, LEVY, 

4141 KRUPP DRIVE, EL PASO, TX 

79902. 
i****** .xxX****x-3* 3Y,*-Xx,.x-xxxXxx 

AK 5 BREADBOARD WITHOUT TAGS, VERY 

NICE, $1500.00 OR BEST OFFER. JIM 
CLARK, 1006 PENDLETON, LANSING, MI 

48917 (517) 323-9595. 
*X -;r nrc~-X-X ;cicx- c~ x x x -X x x x x x x x X x x ̀.c' 

40 TRANSMITTING TUBES, new in or- 

iginal cartons. $75.00 plus U.P.S. 

S.A.S.E., for listing, -,JOIN MARTIN, 
817 ÓJOK, BILLINGS, Kr 59101. 

FOR SALE: OLD 78 RPM disc playr 

and recorder. Believe it is modi- 

fied Wilcox Gay. Requires an am- 

plifier. $25.00 plus shipping. 

Hugh Kuhn, 128 6th Avenue East, 

Cresco, IA 52136. 

BOOKS ABOUT RADIOS, RECORDS, PHO- 

NOGRAPHS. Current titles: 

how -to -do -it, price guides, hist- 

ory, reprints, much more. 78 rpm 

supplies. Long SASE for 6 page 

list. The Sound Box, Dept. HS, Box 

313, Ettrick, WI 54627. 

FOR SALE: 

serial #129) 

Grandfather 

radios. SASE 

mation. - 

Yorkshi re, 

48230. 

xxxxx' 

AK 5 (all. original, 

AK 12, GE Longfellow 

Clock Radio, 50 other 

for list and infor- 

D. Voydanoff, 1141 

Grosse Pointe, MI 

RIDER MANUALS, VOLLNES ONE THROUGH 

FIFTEEN, CNE THROUGH FIVE AD - 

BRIDGED WITH INDEX'S $100.00. YOU 

PAY SHIPPING, KEN FRANKENBERRY, 

410 SADLER STREET, POINT MARION, 

PA 15474. 

.xxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxXXX-x381-11131-x-3* 

TRADE RCA TELEVISION CONSOLE MODEL 

TRK-5, working set and cabinet in 

fine condition- Want early wire- 

less sets - Marconi - Seimens - 

Telefunken. - Phil Weingarten,' 

(718) 896-3545 - 67-61 Alderton 

Street, Forest Hills, NY 11374. 
xxxxxxxA*XXXXXXK-XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ;# 

WANTED 
WANTED: TUNING CONDENSER for 

Philco model 60, also tuning dial 

and knobs. (715) 823-6744. Russell 

Schoen, R#1, Box 224, Clinton- 

ville, WI 54929. 

WANTED: 1 TUBE SETS, CRYSTAL SETS. 

GREBE CR EQUIPMENT. RAY GARNER, 

ROUTE ', BOX 320, BIG SANDY, TN 

?21. 

ELECTRO- MEDICAL AND QUACK DE- 

VICES, BOOKS WANTED. INTERESTED IN 

FLOOR MODELS AND IN DEVICES WITH 

MULTIPLE KNOBS RESEMBLING RADIOS 

BUT WHICH ARE NOT RADIOS. I AM 

ALREADY SATURATED WITH VIOLET RAY 

DEVICES, SIMPLE 4D BATTERIES. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE AND PRICE. OLE 

LINDAN, 1404 DORSH ROAD, CLEVE- 

LAND, CH 44121 

WANTED W. E. ELECTRON TUBES. I buy 

most everything the Japanese buy, 

plus a lot more they don't bother 

with. I pay more, pay faster and 

I'm easy to contact. Call or write 

with anything of interest. Charles 

Dripps, 4331 Maxson Road, El 

Monte, CA 91732. (818) 444-7079 

WANTED: ANY AND ALL. INFORMATION Sri 
the "Radio -Pen" facsimile receiver 

by John V. L. Hogan, August 1934 

Radio News. Anyone who awned and 

operated? D'Arcy Brownrigg, P. 0. 

Box 292, Chelsea,' Quebec, Canada, 

JOX 1N0. 

We take liberty herewith to in- 

troduce ourselves as being a long 

establisher importer of antique 

mechanical music. ALWAYS WANTED: 

VINTAGE AND ANTIQUE RADIO, HORN 

SPEAKER, VINTAGE T.V., CATHEDRAL 

RADIO, GRAMIJPHONES, PHONOGRAPHS, 

POLY PHONE, JUKE BOX, CRYSTAL 

SETS, MUSICAL BOXES, TYPEWRITER, 

SEWING riINES, TELEPHONES, 

WESTERN ELECTRIC AUDIO PRODUCTS, 

AMPLIFIER, DRIVERS, HORN AND 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS, ANY SPARE PARTS, 

OLD CATALOGUES AND POSTER, AND ALL 

OTHER OLD MECHANICAL ITEMS. TOP 

CASH PRICES PAID, Whole collection 

or single items. We will travel 

any where to collect, if you have 

then in hand. Please contact us 

with prices and photograph to: MR. 

PIPAT W. POOLPOL, 9 Soonthon Kosa 

Road, Klong toey, Bangkok 10110 

Thailand. Tel. 2863947. 

RCA AND AC A.K. CATHEDRAL in very 

good to mint. AC. A.K. Kiel parlor 

table with original finish, with 

or without chassis; 5 Zenith knobs 

for farm radio, page 191 F.O.S., 

Jeff Vance, 1819 West Rovey, 

Phoenix, AZ 85015. 

WILL PAY IN WJlls or cash for: (1) 

Crosley 59 chassis, working or 

not, (2) Radiola 26 battery box, 

(3) Pre -1924 DeForest items, (4) 

WWI items, (5) 1920s portables, 

(6) Radio receptor RF transformer 

for superhet. Rosenthal, 507 S. 

Maryland Avenue, Wilmington, DE 

19804. 

WANTED: FLUG-IN COILS, 4-5-6 PRONG 

TYPES, WITH GOOD WINDINGS, SINGLES 

OR SETS. BOB, W6ME, 4178 CHASIN 

STREET, OCEANSIDE, CA 92056 

VU METER for Roberts Reel to Reel 

Tape Recorder Model 192HT or FT 

Part No. 54-13. Cecil E. Wallace, 

1345 Oak Meadows, Dallas, TX 

75232. 

ATWATER KENT AK5, AK10, ÁK12, 

MAGNAVOX R2, R3, MEAPCN CRYSTAL 

SET. WILL PAY HIGH PRICE IF GOOD 

CONDITION. 102 KOKUBUHIGHTS, 

316-13 YAMAGUCHI, TOKOROZAWA-SHI, 

SAITAM{A-KEN JAPAN. 

AAA WANTED: I PAY SAME PRICES FOR 

all tubes listed by Japanese's ad 

and also look for Western Electric 

Amps, Mixers, Consoles, Drivers, 

Tweeters, Horns, Speakers, Parts, 

Etc., and Old Tannoy Speakers and 

McIntosh, Marantz Tube Type Amps. 

Tel. ::(810 576-2642. David, POB 

832 Mbntery-Park, CA 91754. 

WANTED: VERY GOOD ATWATER KENT 

model 'E" speaker. Quentin 

Galbraith, 4303 Kingsway, Farm- 

ington, NM 87401. 

WANTED - WANTED BUYERS (CASH) FOR 

A 45 YEAR ACCLMILATION AND COL- 

LECTION OF OLD RADIOS, SPEAKERS, 

TUBES, PARTS, TEST EQUIPMENT, 

METERS, SERVICE MANUALS AND RADIO 

PAPER, MAGAZINES, A FEW TRUCK 

LOADS NO LISTS BUYER TO REMJVE AND 
TAKE ALONG. KRANTZ, 100 OSAGE 

AVENUE, SCNERDALE, NJ 08083. (609) 

78.3-0400. 

WANTED: KARLSON SPEAKER ENCLOSURE 

IN RELATIVELY GOOD CODITICN. MARK 

SKINNER, 1420 ANNA ROAD, PEKIN, IL 

61554. (309) 353-1882. 

WANTED: BRASS CR FANCY decorated 

paneled radios, fancy cathedrals, 

horns in excellent or mint con- 

dition, 1 tube sets and WD 11 

tubes. Rod Stidham, 4011 South 

286th, Auburn, WA 98001. 

SCOTT COLLECTOR NEEDS SCOTT 12 two 

dial parts, escutcheon, knobs and 

cabinet. Wanted to buy Scott 

Philharmonic. Denis Yanko, 410 N. 

Summit, Oconaro oc, WI 53066, 

(414) 965-3641. Collect after 5:00 

cst. 

WANTED: VERY GOOD R.C.A. MODEL 103 

SPEAKER. WILL PAY $90.00 FOR 

SPEAKER IF IN MINT CONDITION. LET 

ME KNOW WHAT YOU HAVE. WOULD LIK 

TO BUY THE BEST CNE I CAN GET. 

QUOTE YOUR PRICE AND CCNDITICN. 

RON BURTZOS, 915 CRANE, DeKALB, IL 

60115. 

SCOTT: SCOTT RADIO COLLECTOR wants 

to purchase Scott Philharmonic, 

any version. Also, would anyone 

with a Scott Napier Consoltte, 

please contact me. I have a 

question concerning it. Denis 

Yanko, (414) 964-3641 collect 

after 5:00 cst., 410 N. Summit, 

Oconomowoc, WI 53066. 

SPHERICAL or TUBULAR AUDION, #5514 

transmitting tube. top for Radiola 

106 speaker. Early light bulbs. 

Will buy or trade for tubes. 

Harbeck, 13408 Westwood Ln., 

Omaha, NE 68144. 

WANTED: 1924 GOLDEN - LEUTZ 9 tube 
Super Pliodyne. also, any 

information on Raven Radio 12 tube 

superhet. Duane Bylund, 5133 West 

5400 South SLC, Utah 84118, (801) 

967-6987. 

WANTED: SOURCE FOR ASTATIC OR RCA 

CARTRIDGE AND NEEDLE FOR 1950'S 

RCA PHONO. DAVID HAM ON, 1117 EAST 

FIRST STREET, LONG BEACH, CA 90802 
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